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About This Game

You wake up on your bed, You hear your phone ring but you let it go to voicemail. It’s your sister - she seems worried and
reminds you of an appointment you have with somebody, before she rushes on with her busy day. You walk out of your room
and just like that, you are no more in your house. You explore the strange place a bit and find yourself standing by a view that

takes your breath away. You see a lush forest, lit up by thousands of fireflies.

Suddenly, All you want to do is get there. Your journey to the Fireflies forest begins.

Fireflies is a First Person Psychological Adventure. The core mechanics revolves around exploration, survival from the enemy
and a bit of puzzle solving elements added to it.

You open drawers, doors, inspect objects, unravel the mysteries of the unknown, meet interesting characters, get chased by an
even more interesting character, fight, run and hide. Your aim is to get to the fireflies forest and you shall.

Gameplay :

Narrative driven gameplay. Game contains three levels, each with its own style and everything tied to the overall story.

Based on an interactive world around you. Open doors, drawers, cupboards. Inspect objects to unravel the mysteries of
the world.
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An intense combat system where the player faces an over-powered enemy. Player has a weapon made available, using
which the enemy can be slowed down. Eventually, the
  player needs to run/hide from the enemy rather than facing him head on.

An immersive beautiful environment with a lot of details that add to the overall game experience.
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Title: Fireflies
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Sourabh P Hamigi
Publisher:
Sourabh P Hamigi
Release Date: 28 Aug, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 64 bit or above

Processor: 1.80GHz Processor

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Video card with 512MB of VRAM

Storage: 1 GB available space

English
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It's the poison wind Globadier, let's all paint the town green... with gas.. die-die!. As fun as this game is, the production is almost
non-existent. Devs almost never talk to the community. You know how long it took them to churn out Alpha 1.16? 10 months,
for an abysmal update, and they only ever talked to us once or twice, and that was them trying to give us bulshit reasons as to
why they won't make their game. This is nothing but a smash and grab game, made to look cool so they can take your money
and never give it back. Great buisiness model guys! You've successfully used the Steam refund system to your own advantage!

Oh yeah, I forgot to mention, the devs are starting to act childish. "Don't mind the hate, we don't :)" you better start minding the
hate, if you don't fix this sh!t you're going to lose everything. This is to everyone on Steam, stay away from this game!. Too
much griefing potential. Pros
Nice Map
Pretty
Cool zone starts

Cons
Maybe to big. great game for some entertainment and to kill boredom. 10\/10 would reccommend to everyone with a sense of
humour and that doesnt mind the language and adult content involved. A lovey blend of Mechanics, art, story and music.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PosXpeunVZM
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Fortunately this game has its third chapter (The Great Escape) which is brilliant! I really recommend it!
Instead these chapters 1 & 2 I played after it and I feel my Saturday wasted. Game is quite frivolous and puzzles were finally
incredibly silly so I ended up looking for walkthrough. There were also some difficulties using an inventory and asking about
items; it's not told what they are, or that narrator's subtitles run quickly past. And why the soundtrack is N\/A?
But I'm happy this game serie stayed alive.. Played this game in Alpha, in Beta at PAX, in Open Beta on Steam, and I bought it
as soon as it came out.
It's been an instant classic, and brings back the sorely-missed 'couch game' - I've spent hours playing this with my friends!
Can't wait to see where this game goes next.

EDIT: It went nowhere. I'm sorely disappointed in the lack of updates. In fact, when my friends and I play it, we play the Alpha
version. I just want to be able to play the Beta version online. At this time, I can't recommend buying the game.. Let's start by
the fact that it has a demo (+1), Always better trying a demo than buying a game and feel like being cheated.
It is an open empty world. Meaning that you can run a lot, everywhere, and find nothing. just plain fields.
Run, or drive.
You got a car to enhance, by buying new engines, protective gear (SPIKES) And Nitro, helpful if you've got one of these
moments where you want to jump from high cliffs. Careful tho, as your car is damageable and can lose parts of its body.
Driving is quite enjoyable and responsive.
You got 5 weapons (One of them is a baseball bat which sends zombie flying scoring home runs).
You simply are an average hero who's going to save the world from a zombie invasion. Nothing more, nothing less.
It's an average game, with a debatable humor (I found it funny, tho.), go-there-and-do-this-then-come-back mission type,
a race, an entire city to free from mafia (Zombie).
The soundtrack is pretty good, it's jut a bit limited and you'll end up hearing the same song three times in a row, too.
Graphics aren't the best, but cities and other places are, in my opinion, detailed. By detailed I mean that there are a lot of
particulars that add a bit more dynanism and entertain the eye. I often found myself moving the camera around, trying to find
something odd, unexpected.
After all I still recommend it: calling it the worst game ever is overly exaggerated, although there aren't 5 bosses and the story
isn't exactly well written. It's just an average game, enjoyable if you don't expect that every game you own is a GOTY or
received a score of 90 \/ 100.
The last advice I can give is to not buy it on full price, wait for at least 50% discount.. This is a great adventuregame. It had
some major problems at release-time, and was in fact prematurely released. But these issues has now been resolved, and whats
left is a very good and charming little game.

It sports charming and witty characters, great voiceover/soundtrack and nice-looking comic-book-style graphics. I also loved the
storyline, altough it still feels kind of confused as to wether it is a funny feelgood story or a deeply disturbing tale of horrors.
But all in all it is a cute little story about a reluctant hero saving the world with his MacGyver-style pocketknife.

Thumbs up!. Tutorial is looking great and helpful!

But needs really option to download videos not just stream,
because you can download this tutorial for free from blender cloud.. i really enjoy this awesome classic indie space game
is a throw back to missle command.. Recommending this for the price. For under £1 you get a faily fun cute lil bullet hell
rhythm game. The game has some issues (which I think are kind of intentional) such as the shots and the ground having
matching colours sometimes, making it very hard to keep track.

There is 1 thing that really bothered me though. Spoilers for some mechanic switchups.

 In Yuuto's segment the game locks the axis for movement and take away the ability to aim. I enjoyed this a lot and was looking
forward to how the game would handle Yuuto herself in this style, but when you get to yuuto the game changes back to its
normal state and its a regular boss fight. This was SEVERELY dissapointing as they spent the entire stage setting up this style
and then threw it out the window the second you'd be able to actually use what you've learnt. This really annoyed me when I
played because it just felt like a very large missed oppertunity to add some spice to the bosses. A lot of the bosses felt very
similar to eachother and kind of blended together, so having Yuuto use a unique (well, a different) control style for the boss
would be a cute switchup. 

That's the only negative mark I can really give the game though, since for its price, it's really fun. Has a couple issues that are
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minor (like movement being too jittery) but overall pretty solid and well worth its asking price.. One of the very best in the field
of fast-paced precision platformers. Smooth and super-fast movement that massively rewards skill, a relatively forgiving base
level of difficulty with harder optional challenges sprinkled all over, great variety in level design (there are awesome boss fights
too!), in-game competitive leaderboards for speedrunners and a striking, polished audiovisual style to tie it all together - can't go
wrong with those ingredients. The developer is a cool guy too.. This is a fun little game, even if you suck like i did,
You start with a gun, you run, you shoot, you grab ammunition from the dead... and try to stay alive.
I do not agree with the price point at all.
However the game was fun, And it does have some replay value.
I suggest you give it a shot and support smaller game devs.
Here is a quick little montage of me sucking at this game (as i do with most games lol)
Subscribe and like the video if you want more like this.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=b6nII9cb10o. Here's a couple of things about this game. Relating to the overall playness
of the game, it's in Early Access. Of course there wouldn't be that much to be able to do as the game progresses within stages. I
really like what is put out there to start. Either an endless arena of monsters to bash heads with and scale in level rather quickly,
or, once you kill enough, descend into a seemingly endless hallway filled with treasures.

Here's a couple of Pros to get the review started;
- Adorable, pixelated artwork.
- Responsive attacks (There's 3, all of which are seamless)
- Rather decent enemy diversity to start off.
- You progress rather fast for a slightly grindy game.
- Decent sword diversity, all coming with upgrades.
- Enemies scale to provide a challenge.
- It's rather simple to get monster souls to purchase the tickets (100 Souls per ticket, scales every time purchased.)
- Once you die, you don't lose everything. Starts off by taking nothing from you, but as you progress you lose a bit of gold.
- 630 (?) Achievements.
- If you want, you can go idle and gain coins! (Upgradable.)
- It's overall a seamless, cute Unity game that I can't wait to see what's in store.

Here's a few Cons that i've personally noticed when playing. They're not game breaking, but slightly and personally annoying.

- Enemies will either be aggressive once they spawn, not attack at all, or only attack when you're near them.
- The pathing of enemies is slightly... Wonky. They can run into invisible walls in clusters and stop moving until you walk them
around that barrier.
- Speaking of clusters, some enemies spawn 4 on top of eachother which can be slightly irritating and startling.
- Sometimes when I start up the game, I can't move, but can attack. I have to restart the game in order to fix it.
- I've gotten at least 30% of achievements in 17 minutes.
- You can stand next to the fountain, not gain any health, but gain achievements nonstop.
- I don't want to say this game is an achievement farm, but it's borderline.
- That being said, every 1000 gold you spend (So easy to get) you get an achievement
- Every 2 times you use the fountain (Refreshes about every 1 second per use even when full HP) you get an achievement.
- You have to visit the ticket salesman to get the achievement about monster souls.
- In terms of music, the game only lets you mute\/unmute it. It's a decent track, but is VERY loud.

All in all, this game is worth the $1.79 USD that I sold some items to get. It seemed very nice to play, it's not very grindy, and
it's fun to see the exponential scaling of your cute character as you just skyrocket in coins, and die, die again. I'm going to
continue playing this game after this review, and hope to see ample progress in the future!
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